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Helping educators use RYH resources

Looking for Earth Month ideas? Explore now to find ready-to-use ideas for all ages!

Earth Month offers opportunities to talk about why all of the "stuff" we have matters and how we can nurture relationships and be kinder to the environment. From Farmer's Market Gift Ideas to the cartoon Secret Life of a Mobile Phone, to a new Educator Database, we offer ideas to use with audiences from elementary school and up! Explore the many options at the Great Ideas for Earth Month tip sheet on the RYH home page right column.

How to engage partners, audiences with RYH

RYH educators looking for new audiences, new partners, or new celebration times will gain insights from the third RYH webinar recording. It provides detailed information to help you identify partners, audiences, messages, and make an action plan. The handy RYH checklist for tasks and timelines can also help you focus on messaging and marketing.

The Way We Live -- new resource for year-round use

The Way We Live... and how our choices impact our environment is a companion project and web site to Reclaim Your Holidays. The Way We Live offers numerous resources to help you help your audiences learn about the impacts of the stuff we buy and use and develop solutions to help
Join Our List

Join Our Mailing List!

Join us at a workshop for K-6 educators and future educators!

Explore these great Earth Month ideas; Learn how our choices impact our...
engaging professional development workshop. Or, if you know educators or future educators interested in a great professional development opportunity, please share workshop details with them!

Helping students protect the environment & live well
UNI is offering a for-credit teacher workshop June 12-13, with a 3-hour follow-up workshop on Nov. 8 - all on the UNI campus. Participants will learn to help K-6 students think critically about the stuff we buy and use and how this impacts current and future generations. Using grade-level appropriate topics, students will study real and relevant issues. They will learn to draw conclusions and support them and learn how to address environmental challenges as individuals and citizens of the planet.

Materials used will be classroom-ready and designed so students learn Iowa Core and NGSS essential skills/concepts.
For more information> or registration notification>

Thank you for your interest in helping Iowans create more meaningful, fun, and environmentally friendly celebrations.

Cheers for Earth Month,
Susan Salterberg
Carole Yates
UNI Center for Energy & Environmental Education